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COMPLEMENTED COPIES OF 1} 
AND PELCZYNSKTS PROPERTY ( P ) 

IN BOCHNER FUNCTION SPACES 

NARCISSE RANDRIANANTOANINA 

ABSTRACT. Let X be a Banach space and (fn)n be a bounded sequence in LX(X). 
We prove a complemented version of the celebrated Talagrand's dichotomy, i.e., we 
show that if (en)n denotes the unit vector basis of CQ, there exists a sequence gn € 
conv(fnifn+\,...) such that for almost every u, either the sequence (gn(u) ® en) is 
weakly Cauchy in X^CQ or it is equivalent to the unit vector basis of Ix. We then get a 
criterion for a bounded sequence to contain a subsequence equivalent to a complemented 
copy of £l in Ll(X). As an application, we show that for a Banach space X, the space 
Ll(X) has Pelczyriski's property (V*) if and only if X does. 

1. Introduction. Let X be a Banach space and (Q, Z, A) be a finite measure space. 
If 1 < p < oo, we denote by LP(X,X) the Banach space of all (class of) X-valued 
/7-Bochner integrable functions with its usual norm. If E and F are Banach spaces, we 
denote by E^F the projective tensor product of E and F. We will say that a sequence 
{xn)n is equivalent to a complemented copy of f1 if (xn)„ is equivalent to the unit vector 
basis of ll and its closed linear span is complemented in X. 

One of the many important problems in the theory of Banach spaces is to recog
nize different structure of subspaces of a given space. In this paper, we will be mainly 
concerned with sequences in the Bochner space Ll (A, X) that are equivalent to a comple
mented copy of ll. Let us recall that in [18], Talagrand proved a fundamental theorem 
characterizing weakly Cauchy sequences and sequences that are equivalent to the unit 
vector basis of ll in the Bochner space L*(A,X), relating a given sequence (fn)n to its 
values (fn (jfj in X. Our main goal is to provide a complemented version of Talagrand's 
result. One way one might tackle this problem is to consider for a given (fn)n in L1 (A, X), 
the corresponding sequence (fn 0 en)n in Ll(X^Xys>nco (which can be viewed as the 
Bochner space L^iX^X^co)), where (en)n is the unit vector basis of c$. The basic mo
tivation behind this approach is the well known fact that a bounded sequence (xn)n in a 
Banach space X contains a subsequence equivalent to a complemented copy of £x if and 
only if the sequence (xn (8) en)n is not a weakly null sequence in X^co. Therefore the 
behavior of the sequence (fn (8) en)n will determine whether or not the sequence (fn)n has 
a subsequence equivalent to a complemented copy of tx. As in [18], we try to relate the 
sequence (fn ® en)n to its values (fn(uj) <g> en)n in X^co to see how a particular structure 
of the space X can be carried on to the Bochner space Ll(X,X). The main result of this 
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paper is the following extension of Talagrand's theorem: Let (f„)„ be a bounded sequence 
in LX(\,X), then there exists a sequencegn G conv(/^,^+i,...) such that (gn(u) ® en) 
is either weakly Cauchy or equivalent to the unit vector basis of ll. We follow a line of 
reasoning similar to that of Talagrand ([18]). Our main focus is to carry out all the steps 
in such a way that the convex combination is taken only on the sequence (fn)n and not 
on the sequence (fn (g) en)n. 

In Section 3, we apply our main theorem for the study of property ( P ) introduced 
by Pekzynski in [13]. The most notable examples of Banach spaces that have property 
( P ) are L1-spaces and recently it was also proved that spaces that are L-summands in 
their biduals have property ( P ) (see [14]). It is then a natural question to ask for what 
Banach spaces X the space Ll(\,X) has property ( P ) . The most one could hope for 
is that Ll(\,X) has property ( P ) if and only if X does. This question was studied by 
several authors. Partial results can be found in [1], [8], [16] and more recently in [11]. 
We present a complete positive answer to this question (see Theorem 2 below). 

Our notation and terminology are standard and can be found in [5] and [6]. 

2. Complemented version of Talagrand's theorem. By way of motivation, let us 
begin with the following well known proposition that justifies our approach. The word 
operator will always mean linear bounded operator and L(X, Y) will stand for the Banach 
space of all operators from X to Y. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a Banach space and (xn)„ be a bounded sequence in X that 
is equivalent to the lx basis. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) The sequence (xn)n has a subsequence that is equivalent to a complemented copy 
oft'; 

(ii) There exist an operator T G L(X, ll) and a subsequence (yn)„ of(x„)n such that 
(Tynien)>lforalln£N. 

Proposition 1 can be deduced from Theorem VII-5 of [5] (p. 72) and its proof. 
Using the fact that the space L(X, ll) is the dual ofX^co, condition (ii) of Proposi

tion 1 can be restated as: 
(*) There exist T G (Zg^co)*, (yn)n a subsequence of {xn)n such that (T,yn 0 e „ ) > 1 

for all n G N. 
Now (*) implies that the sequence (xn (g) en)n is not a weakly null sequence. So the 
problem of whether or not (xn)„ has a subsequence that is equivalent to a complemented 
copy off1 in X is reduced to the study of weak convergence of (xn (g) en)n in X^^co. 

The following result is our main criterion for determining if a given sequence in a 
Bochner space has a subsequence that is equivalent to a complemented copy of ll. 

THEOREM 1. Let Xbe a Banach space and (Q, S, A) be a probability space. Let (fn)n 

be a bounded sequence in Ll(\,X). Then there exist a sequence gn G conv(f„,fn+\,...) 
and two measurable subsets C and L ofQ. with X(C U L) = 1 such that: 

(a) for UJ G C, the sequence (gn(u) 0 e„) is weakly Cauchy in the spaceX<S)^co. 

(b) for UJ GL, the sequence (g«(o;) ®e„) is equivalent to the £l basis in X<S)nco. 
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The proof uses many (if not all) ideas from Talagrand's theorem so we recommend 
that the reader should get familiar with its proof first before reading our extension. 
However because of the complexity of the proof of Talagrand's theorem, we decided to 
present all critical details. 

Using similar argument as in [7], we can assume without loss of generality that the 
sequence (fn)n is such that sup„GN ||^||oo < 1. 

For convenience, we will use the following notation: 
(i) For two sequences (gn)n and (fn)n, we write (gn) <C (fn) if there exists k G N so 

that \/n > k,gn G com(fn,fn+\,...) and by passing to a subsequence (if necessary), we 
will always assume that there exist two sequences of integers (pn) and {qn)n such that 
P\ < q\ <Pi < qi' • • andg„ = Y%=Pn atf; 

(ii) For a Banach space Y, we denote by Y\ the closed unit ball of Y. 

CASE 1. The Banach space X is separable; 
If the spaceXis separable, so is the spaceXc^co and therefore L(X, £l)\ the unit ball 

of L(X, il) = (X®nco)* endowed with the weak*-topology is compact metrizable. 
Let us now consider (Un)n a countable basis for the weak*-topology on L(X, tx )i. Set 

U0 = L(XJl)l. 
Following Talagrand [18], we denote by $C the set of all (weak*) compact sets of 

L(X, tx )i and we say that a map u —> K{UJ) from Q to % is measurable if for each n G N, 
the set {u G CI; K{uj) D Un ^ 0} is measurable. 

As in [18], we will make use of the following elementary lemma: 

LEMMA 1. If for each k G N, we have (f%+l) <C (f%), then there exists a sequence (k„) 
such that if we set gn =f%n we have (gn) <C (f%)for all k G N. 

We are now ready to begin the proof of the Theorem. 
Let u —> K(UJ) from Q to Ĉ be a measurable map and V be a weak*-open subset of 

L(X1 l
l)\ and let gn: Q —•» X\ be a bounded sequence in L°°(A,X) such that (gn) <C (fn). 

Let gn = Ef" A(/J be the representation of gn as block convex combination of them's. 
We set: 

(1) g~n{u) = supsup{(T(gH(u)),ek),Te VHK(u;)} 
k>qn 

(2) %)(w) = limsup^(u;). 
n—>oo 

Notice that the definition of g„~ depends on the representation of gn as block convex 
combination of the^ 's. Note also that since V is fixed, it does not appear on the notation. 

It is clear that ||g^||oo < 1 and we claim that g^ is measurable. To see this notice that 
for each k G N, the map UJ —• sup{(T, gn{u) 0 ek),T G VC\ K{u)} was already proved 
to be measurable by Talagrand: in fact for each k G N, the sequence (gw() ® e*) is 
bounded in I°°(A, X^co) and K() is a measurable map (see [18] p. 706). So by taking 
the supremum the claim follows. 

LEMMA 2. There exists (gn) <C (fn) such that if (hn) <C (g„) we have 
lm^oo| |%)-/*; | | i=0. 
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PROOF. The proof is done more or less the same as in [18]; let gl
n=fn and construct 

by induction sequences g^ = (ĝ J) such that for/7 > 1, one has 

By Lemma 1, there is a sequence (gn) such that g <C gf for each/? € TV; in particular 

Let K < g . We claim that 0(/z) = 0(g). To see the claim, write hn = £?" a ^ ; 

*» = E^,. ft® and & = ^1=cn 7ifi- We have 

Tn(u) = sup sup) x:/?^^-^)),^), r e m ^ ) l 

< supsupl sup M . e A ^ Vr\K(u>)} 
k>q„ i£[a„M 

for each n G N and w G Q, so there exist T G FnX(u) , /„ G [a„, £„] such that 

M a ; ) < s u p < r ( g , » ) , e * ) + ^ 

but qn > dbn > djn so we get that 

h„(u) < sup(r(g/„(o;)),^) + — 

< & » + ^ 

and by taking the limsup, we get that 8(h) < 8(g). 
In the other hand we have for each/? G N, 

inf{y"fl(<^)(a;)rfA(a;),^ < g^ 1 } < j 8(h)(u)d\(uj) 

< je(g)(u)d\(u:) 

< mi\[j8(<t))(u)d\(uo\(t> ^ g ^ 1 } +2~^ 

hence J 0(h)(uj) d\(u) = J8(g)(u)dX(u). 
We claim that 0(g) = lim„_oo ŵ for the weak*-topology in Z°°(A): for that let <f> be a 

cluster point of (/*„)„. Since 0(/i) = l i m s u p ^ ^ hn < 0(g), one has <j> < 8(g). Moreover if 
we choose hn' = Ef=a afc such that a\ <h\ <ai<b2 < • - and || Ef=a ar/A/ — </>|| I < 
2~w, we have lim^oo £f=a ocihi(uj) = </>(a;) a.e. but for any « E N, the above estimate 
shows that: A£(a;) < Aj~(a;) + 2~n and hence 0(g) = 8(ti) = l i m s u p ^ ^ ^ < <j> < 8(g) 
which shows that 8(g) - </> a.e. and the claim is proved. 

To conclude the proof of the lemma, notice that 

lim sup hn < 8(g) 
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and lim^oo Jhn(uS) d\(uj) - J 0(g)(uj) d\(uJ) so we get that Hindoo || A„ — 9(g)\\ i = 0 and 
the lemma is proved. • 

In a similar fashion we set for gn(u) = Ef" ^ift block convex combination of them's 

(3) gfa>) = mf mf{(T(gn(u)),ek), T G VHK(UJ)} 

(4) </>(g)(̂ ) = lim inf gn{u) 
n—*oo 

We have the corresponding lemma: 

LEMMA 3. There exists (gn) <C (fn) such that if (hn) <C (gn) we have 
limw_̂ oo ||<^(^) — ^«||i =0. 

We are now ready to present the main construction of the proof. Let us fix a < b and 
let r be the first uncountable ordinal. Set h°n=fn and Ko(w) = L(X, £l)\. For a < T, we 
will construct (as in [18]) sequences ha = (h"), and measurable maps Ka: Q —> ^ with 
the following properties: 
(5) forf3< a <r, ha < A". 

For a < r and h <^f (say /*„ = E?4 A^ the representation of (hn)n as block convex 
combination of (/«)«), if we define: 

(6) *n̂ fc,«(̂ ) = sup sup{(T(hn(u))),em), T G UknKa(uj)} 
m>b„ 

hn^a(uj)= inf inf{(T(hn(Lj)\em),T£ UknKa(u)\ 

ekja{h){uj) = l imsup/ i^a^) 
n—>oo 

<p*,a(A)0*0 = liminf A„^a(a;) 
«—>oo 

then for each a of the form /? + 1, each k > 1 and each A <C ha, we have 
limw_oo l l ^ ^ " ) - A^/JIII = 0; limn_oo | | (^( / j a) ~ Kwh = °-

If a is limit, we set 
(7) KaQj) = n W ; 

If a = /3+ 1, we have 

(8) tfa(a;) = { IG ^ (w) , 7 G 14 => e^{ha) > b, n^(ha) < a}. 

The construction is done by induction. Suppose that the construction has been done for 
each ordinal j3 < a. If a is limit, we set Ka(u) = f)p<aKp(uj). Let f3n be an increasing 
sequence of ordinals with a = sup/3„. By Lemma 1, there exists (ha) with (ha) <C (h®n) 
for each n G N. Therefore for /3 < /?„, (/za) < (A&) <C (/^) and hence (ha) < (#*) so 
(5) is satisfied. The construction is done in the case of limit ordinal. 

Suppose now that a = (3 + 1. Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, one can construct 
a sequence (#*) with (g1) = Qfi\ (g*+1) < (g*) and such that for (h) < (g*), 
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\imn^oo\\0k^(gk) - hnM\\] = 0; lim^oo ||<p*,/j(g*) - hnjk,ph = °- APPty 
Lemma 1 to get a sequence (ha) with (/*a) <C (g*) for each A: > 1 and we 
claim that (ha) satisfy (6). To see the claim let us fix (h) <C (ha). By the 
definition of (ha), we have for each k > 1, (h) <C (g*). It follows that 
lim^oo \\0k#{£) - hnM\\i = 0 and l i m * ^ | | ^ ( g * ) - /*„,*,£ 11 I = 0. Since (ha) < (g*), 
we get that Hindoo ||0*,/3(g*) - KkJ\i = 0 and lim^oo ||<£*,/j(g*) - AJJ^IIi = 0 which 
shows that 0*,/?(g*) = 0k,p(ha) and <£>*,/?(g*) = Vkfiih**) and the claim is proved. 

Define now ATa(a;) by (8). The set £a(o;) is easily seen to be closed and the mea-
surability of Ka{) can be proved using similar argument as in [18]. The construction is 
complete. 

CLAIM. There exists a < r such thatKa(uj) = Ka+\(oj)for a.e. UJ G Q. 

In fact if we set for each k > 1, Q£ = {UJ ; Uk D Ka(uj) = 0} then for each k G N, the 
sequence (\(Q%)) is increasing, hence eventually constant. Fix a such that for each 

k G N, we have \(Q.fl) = A(Q£). It is clear that for UJ £ U > i ( ^ f * \ Q*)> w e h a v e 

Ka(uj) = Ka+\(oj). The claim is proved. 
It should be noted that the approach used above is very similar to Debs' proof in [4]. 
We now set (h) = (ha+]\ C = {UJ ; Ka(uj) = 0} and M = {UJ ; #a(<j) = Ka+i(uj) f 0}. 

Clearly X(C U M) = 1 and for the rest of the proof we set hn = Yfj" Xf be the 
representation of (h„)„ as block convex combination of (f„)n. We have the following 
property of the measurable subset C: 

LEMMA 4. Ifuj G Cand T G L(X, £l)\ andu<^h, then either 
(a) limsup„_00(r(Ww(o;)),^) < b or 

(b) liminf„_00(r(w„(o;)),^) > a. 

PROOF. Let u G C and T G L(X, £l)x. Fix u < h ( < f) say w„ = £ ^ «(// for all 

n G N. Consider 5: Co —» Co defined as follows: &*,„ = ew V/i G N and Sey = 0 fory ^ Z>„. 
The operator 5 is trivially linear and ||5|| = 1. Since 5* o T G £o(^) and S* o T £ Ka(u), 
there is a least ordinal /? for which S* o T £ Kp{uj). The ordinal /3 cannot be a limit 
so (3 = 7 + 1 and S* o 7 G AT7(o/). By the definition of ^ ( ) , there exists A: G N with 
S* o 7 G £/* but either 9kr,(hP)(uJ) < b or ^,7(A^)(o;) > tf. Now since w < /^, we get 
that either 

limsup(r(w„(o;)),^) = limsup(S* o T(un(uj)),ebn) < 0/C,J(U)(UJ) < 0kil(h^)(uj) < b 
n—>oo n—>oo 

or 

\\m'mf(T(un{ujj),en) = liminf(S* o T(un(u)j),ebn) > ^pk^(u)(uj) > (fk^(h0) > a. 

The lemma is proved. • 

For the set M, we have the following lemma: 

LEMMA 5. There exists a subsequence («(/)) of the integers so that for almost every 
UJ G M, there exists k G N such that the sequence (hn(i)(uj) <g> et)i>k is 8 equivalent to the 
ll-basis inX®nco, where6 = (b — a)/2. 
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PROOF. Again we adopt the methods in [18] to our situation. Let us denote by F the 
set of finite sequences of zeroes and ones. For s G F, we will denote by \s\ the length of 
s. For s = (s\,..., s„) and r - (r\,..., rm) with n < m, we say that s < r if sl• = rt for 
/ < n. We will construct two sequences of integers n(i), m{i), measurable sets 2?/ C M 
and measurable maps Q(s1 •): M —> N such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(9) <7„(i) < w(l) < qn{2) < m(2) < • • • < /w(i) < qn{i+\) < 

(10) V̂  G F, sup{g(s, a;) ; u G M} < oo ; 

(11) A ( M \ 5 / ) < 2 - / ; 

(12) For s, r G F, s < r, and a; G f] Btl one has C/g(r,u;) C UQ(SIU) ; 
W<<<H 

(13) VojeM,seF, Ka{uj) n t / ^ , ^ ^ 0 ; 

(14) Vp, V/</7, Va;G f] *n 

5,- = 1 => VT G %.,a;), sup (T(hn{j)(uj)),ek) > b 
qn(i)<k<m(i) 

Si = 0=>\/Te UQM, inf (r(/*n(0(u;)),ek)<a. 

Again the construction is done by induction. Before doing so we need the following 
notation: 

Let n G N,y G N and a < r. Fix m > «, the following notation will be used. 

^ ! » = SUP sup{<r(A l i(a;)),^>,rG^n^ a(a;)} 

*£?»= Ht inf{(r(M^)),^),ret/7n^a(a;)}; 
v ' qn<k<m 

It is clear that h„jia(u) = limw_oo A^a(o;) a.e. and h„^a(u) = lim^oo A^(o;) a.e. 
For / = 1, recall that Uo = L(X,tx)\. Since Ka+\(uj) ^ 0 for UJ G M, one has 

0o,a(̂ )(< )̂ > b and (/?o,«(^)(^) < # but since 

lim \\0o,a(h) - h„fra\\\ = lim \\<po,a(h)- A„,o,cr||i =0 , 
«—•oo «—KX> 

there exists an integer «(1) such that if we set 

B" = {uje M, An(i),o,a(a;) > ft ; A„(i),o,a(^) < a] 

we have \(M\B'{) < 2~3. Since /t„(i),o,a(^) = lim^oo h^^u) a.e. and ^(i),o,a(^) = 

limw_^oo h^ 0 a(u;) a.e., there exists an integer m(l) > qn{\) such that if we set 

B[ = {u, € M , / ^ ^ ( u ; ) > b > ^(>),o,>) < 4 , 

wehaveA(M\5 ' , )<2- 2 . 
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Now for UJ G B\, we have: 

sup suv{(T(hn{X)(uj)),ek), T G Ka{uj)) > b 
qn(\)<k<m{\) 

and 

inf inf{{T{hn{x){uj)),ek)JeKa{uj)) < a. 

For each* € X, the maps T -> supqn(l)<k<m(i)(Tx, ek) and T -> inf^(1)<*<m(1)(7x, ek) 
are continuous so the sets 

{TeL(X,ll)u sup ( r jc ,^)>A} 
qn(\)<k<m{\) 

\TeL(X,ll)u inf (7x ,^)<a} 
9«(i)<A:</w(l) J 

are open subsets. By standard techniques one can choose measurable maps Qo() and 
Qx (•) from M to N such that 

T G tfa(") => sup (r(^ (1 )(o;)), ^ ) > 6 ; UQl(u) H Ka(uj) J 0 
^«(i)<^<w(i) 

T € 1/0,(0,) => inf lT(hKl)(u>)),ek) < a ; % u ) n ^ ) f 0. 

There exists an integer / such that if B\ = {UJ G B\ ; QO(UJ) < /, £?i(u/) < /} we have 
A(M \ Bx) < 2~l. We define 0((O), a;) = (?o(a;) and g((l) , a;) = gi(a;) for UJ e B{ and 
g((0), UJ) = £>((1), a;) = 0 for UJ G M \ # i . The required conditions (9)-(14) are satisfied. 

Suppose now that the result has been proved for /. Let/ = sup{Q(s, UJ), \S\ = /, UJ G #/}. 
Since £a(o;) = £a+i(a;), for UJ G M, condition (8) implies that for each k G N, 

14 n tfa(a;) ^ 0 => ft,«(*X^) > t>, Vh,a(K){u) < a. 

We deduce as in the case i = 1 that there is an integer n(i + 1) such that qn{i+\) > rn(i) and 
the set 

B[f
+X ={ujEM,Vk< /, UkHKa(uj) f 0 => A^i )At t(a;) > M « ( / + I ) , M ( ^ ) < a} 

satisfies A(M \ i?-^) < 2~' - 3 . Using similar argument as in the case / = 1, one can pick 
an integer m(i + 1) > qn{i+\) so that the set 

Bf
i+l = we B'U ,vk<i,ukn Ka(uj) f 0 =* *«;;»>) > 6, * C T , » < *} 

satisfies \(M \ B'i+l) < 2- /~2. 
For UJ G £-+1, one has in particular for s G F, \s\ = /: 
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It follows that for s G F, \s\ = i, there exist measurable maps go(s7 •) and Q\{s, •) from 
M to N such that 

T G UQo{SyU) => inf (r(^(/+i)(a;))? ek) < a, 

UQO(SIUJ) H ̂ a(a;) 7* 0 ; %(*,u;) C UQ{SJU 

and 

T7 G UQlM =» sup (r(^( /+i)(a;)), e*) > ft, 

UQI{S,U) r\Ka(tJ) f 0 ; UQX{S,UJ) C UQ(SIU). 

There exists an integer /' such that if we let 

2**1 = {u; G 2^! ; % G F , | j | = i, Q0(s, a;), 0i (5, w) < /'} 

then \{M \ Bi+\) < 2~l~x. The construction is done by setting 

Q((s, 0), w) = Q{(s, 1), CJ) = 0 if a; G M \ Bm 

Q{{s, 0), u) = Q0(s, LJ) ; Q((s, 1), a;) = 0i(s, u) if a; G 2fc+1. 

Let L = (J* ni>* ̂  • It is c l e a r t n a t M ^ \ ^) = 0 and we claim that if UJ G rii>* 2?,-, the 
sequence (/j„(/)(a;) ® ^i)>ik is ^-equivalent to the unit vector basis of tx in the Banach 
spaceX&nCo. TO see the claim, let/? > k and consider a subset P of [&,/?]. Let s G Fbe a 
sequence with |s| =/? and satisfies Sj = 1 if / G P, sz = 0 if i: ^ P. From (14), there exists 
TeUXJ1)! with: 

k<i<p, i G P => sup (r(/2w(0(a;)) ,em)>b 
qn(i)<m<m{i) 

k<i<p, i$P=> inf (7(^0(0;)),eM) < fl. 

Now for / G [A:,/?], choose k(i) G [gn(,)7 w(/)] so that 

k<i<p, i£P=> sup ( r(A„(l-)(a;)) ,em) = ( T(hn{i)(uj)), e ^ } 
ô)<w<w(0 

* < 1 </>, 1 £ P => inf ( r (^ ( 0 ( a ; ) ) , ^ ) = (r(^ ( / )(a;)),^ ( / )>. 
qn{i)<m<m{iy v / / \ v / / 

By (9), the sequence k(i) is increasing so there exists an operator S: CQ —> CQ of norm one 
such that Set - e^ and it is now clear that: 

(15) k<i<p, i G P => (5* o r ^ ) ^ ) ) , ^ ) > ft 

k<i<p, i i P => (5* o r(/*w(/)(a;)),e,-) < a. 

And the claim follows from Rosenthal's argument in [15] (see also [5] p. 205). The 
lemma is proved. • 
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REMARK 1. Let u <C (h^)^. Using the same argument as above, one can show that 
there exists a subsequence (v/)/ of (w/)/ such that (v/(u;) (g> e^j. is equivalent to the £x basis 
inX(§)Co for a.e. UJ G /,. 

To complete the proof of the theorem, let (a(£), Z>(&)) be an enumeration of all pairs 
of rational numbers with a < b. By induction we construct sequences g* and measurable 
sets Ck, Lk satisfying the following: 

(i) Ck+l C Q , Lk C Lk+l and A ( Q U I t ) = 1; 
(ii) Vu; G Q , Vm < £, and T G £(Jf, ^ then either limsupw_00(r(g^(a;)),^} < 

b(k) or l im in f^ 0 0 ( r ( ^ (^ ) ) ? en) > a(k); 

(iii) \/LJ £Lm\ Lm-\ with 2 < m < k, the sequence ( g ^ ) 0 ew) is (£(m) - a(m)) /2-
equivalent to the unit vector basis of £l; 

( iv)g* + 1 <g*. 
Let g° = / , the steps above shows that one can find g1 <C/, measurable subsets Cj and 
L\ satisfying (i)-(iv). Suppose thatg*, Q , Z,* have been constructed. Again by the same 
reasoning for a = #(&+ 1), b = &(&+ 1) and/j = g^, there exist gk+l <C g* and measurable 
subsets Q+i, Lyt+i with A(Q+i ULk+\) = 1 and by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, conditions 
(i)-(iv) are satisfied. 

We set C = f|*>i Q , L = \Jk>\ Lk and gn = g"n. It is clear that X(C U L) = I and 
gn <C g^ for each A: G N; in particular gn ^fn- For u; G C, we have (gn(uj) (g) ew) is 
weakly Cauchy. In fact sincegn <C g^, Lemma 4 asserts that for each T G £(X, £x) either 
l imsup„^(r(g„(^)) ,e„) < Z?(£) or liminfn_00(r(gw(cL;)),^) > «(&) for all k G H. 
Hence limsupw_00(r(gw(o;)),eAI) = liminfw_00(r(g„(o;))?ew). Now for UJ G L, there 
exists A: such that UJ £ Lk and since g„ <C gj, by Lemma 5, {gn{uj) (8) ew) > is equivalent 
to the unit vector basis of £x for some m G N. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete for 
the separable case. 

CASE 2. General case; 

One can reduce the general case to the separable one using the following result of 
Heinrich and Mankiewicz (see Proposition 3.4 of [10]): 

LEMMA 6. Let X be a Banach space and XQ be a separable subspace of X. Then 
there exist a separable subspace Z ofX that contains Xo and an isometric embedding 
J:Z* —> X* such that (z,Jz*) = (z,z*) for every z G Z and z* G Z*. In particular J(Z*) 
is 1 -complemented in X*. 

Let (fn)n<EN be a bounded sequence in Lx (A, X). Since each/, has (essentially) separable 
range, there exists a separable subspace Xo of X such that for a.e. UJ G Q,fn(uj) G X0. 
Let Z be a separable subspace as in the above lemma. The sequence (fn)n is bounded in 
Ll (A, Z) so by Case 1, there exist gn G conv(/„ ,fn+ \,...), measurable subsets C and L of 
Q with A(CUL) = 1 such that for UJ G C, the sequence (gw(o;) (g) en ) is weakly Cauchy in 
Z®nco and for w E l , the sequence ( g ^ ) (8) e«) is equivalent to the £x basis in Z^CQ. 
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We claim that the same conclusion holds if we replace Zg^co by X^^CQ. In fact if 
u G CandTG UX, tx) = (AT^co)*, the operator T|z (the restriction of Ton Z) belongs 
to (ZC^co)* SO we have 

\\m(T,gn(u;)®en)= \hn (T(gn(uj), en) 

= lim (T\z,gn(v)®en). 

Hence limw^oo(r,gn(a;) 0 e„) exists so the sequence (gn(u) (8) en)n is weakly Cauchy in 
X®vc0. 

Now for w E l , let (a„)„ be a finite sequence of scalars. We have: 

Y,a«8n(w)®en\ . = sup fe^ (7 7 , g w (o ; ) ^e A I ) ; rG i : ( ^^ 1 ) i ) 

= sup\j2an{gn(u;),Sen) ; 5 G L(coX)\} 

> sup{j2an{gn(u\J°Len) ; L G Uc^T\ j 

= sup{x>/i(gn(^XMi); £ e A^o,z*)i J 

IIZ<8)wco 

for some <S > 0. So the sequence (gw(o;) (g) e„) is equivalent to the tx basis in X^co. 
The theorem is proved. • 

REMARK. In [ 18], Talagrand extended his main theorem to the case of functions that 
are weak*-scalarly measurable. It is not clear to us if one can get a similar result as in 
Theorem 1 for weak*-scalarly measurable functions. 

3. Applications: property ( P ) and (P)-sets for L](A,X)-

DEFINITION 1. Let X be a Banach space. A series E^ i xn in X is said to be Weakly 
Unconditionally Cauchy (W.U.C.) if for every x* G X*, the series £ ^ |JC*(JC„)| is con
vergent. 

There are many criteria for a series to be a W.U.C. series (see for instance [5] or [19]). 

DEFINITION 2. Assume that X and Y are Banach spaces. A bounded linear map 
T.X —> Y is said to be Unconditionally converging if T sends W.U.C. series in X to 
unconditionally convergent series in Y. 

In his fundamental paper [13], Pelczyriski proved the following proposition: 

PROPOSITION 2. For a Banach space X, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) A subset H C X* is relatively weakly compact wheneverlim,,-^ sup^*^ |jt*(x„)| = 

Ofor every W.U.C. series T%L{ xn in X; 
(ii) For any Banach space Y, every bounded operator T:X—> Y that is unconditionally 

converging is weakly compact. 
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DEFINITION 3. A Banach space X is said to have property (V) if it satisfies one of the 
equivalent conditions of Proposition 2. 

As a dual property, we have the following definition: 

DEFINITION 4. A Banach space X is said to have property ( P ) if a subset K oiX is 
relatively weakly compact whenever limn_+oo sup^^ |X(JC*)| = 0 for every W.U.C. series 

DEFINITION 5. A subset AT of a Banach spaceXis called a (P)-set if for every W.U.C. 
series £ ^ x* in X*, the following holds: linv^oo supJcGA: |X(JC*)| = 0. 

Hence a Banach space X has property ( P ) if and only if every (P)-set in X is 
relatively weakly compact. 

From a result of Emmanuele [8] (see also Godefroy and Saab [9]), one can deduce 
the following characterization of spaces that have property (V*). 

PROPOSITION 3. A Banach space X has property (V*) if and only if X is weakly 
sequentially complete and given any sequence (xn)„ in X that is equivalent to the unit 
vector basis of tx, there exists an operator T\X —» tx such that (Txn)n is not relatively 
compact in lx. 

The above proposition shows in particular that a Banach space Xhas property ( P ) if 
and only if X is weakly sequentially complete and every sequence that is equivalent to 
the unit vector basis of Ix has a subsequence equivalent to a complemented copy of tx. 

In this section we will concentrate on property ( P ) and we shall refer the reader to 
[2] and [13] for more on property (V). 

In [ 16], Saab and Saab showed (see Proposition 3 of [ 16]) that a Banach space with the 
separable complementation property has property ( P ) if and only if each of its separable 
subspaces has property ( P ) . On the next proposition, we will show that property ( P ) is 
in fact separably determined. 

PROPOSITION 4. A Banach space X has property (V*) if and only if all of its separable 
subspace has property (V*). 

PROOF. Since property ( P ) is easily seen to be stable by subspaces, one implication 
is immediate. 

For the converse, we will use the result of Heinrich and Mankiewicz stated in Lemma 6 
above. 

Assume that every separable subspace ofXhas property ( P ) . The spaceXis trivially 
weakly sequentially complete. Let AT be a bounded subset of X that is not relatively 
weakly compact. There exists a sequence (xn)n in K that is equivalent to the unit vector 
basis of lx inXand letXo = span{x„ ; n £ N}. The spaceX0 is separable and consider 
Z as in Lemma 6. Since Z is separable, by assumption it has property ( P ) and therefore 
there exists a W.U.C. series E j ^ z\ in Z* such that l imsup^^ supwGN(z£,x„) > 0. Let 
x\ = J(z*k); the series £jgi x\ is a W.U.C. series in X* and 

(x*k,xn) = (J(z*k),x„) = (z*k,x»). 
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So l imsup^^ supweN(x^,x„) > 0 which shows that K is not a (P)-set. • 

We are now ready to present the main theorem of this section. 
Let E be a Banach lattice with weak unit. By the classical representation (see [12]), 

there exists a probability space (Q, X, A) such that L°°(A) C E C Ll(X) with E being an 
ideal and the inclusion being continuous. 

Define E(X) to be the space of (class of) measurable map / : Q —+ X so that the 
measurable function V(f) defined by V(f)(uj) = \\f(uj)\\x belongs to E. The space E(X) 
endowed with the norm \\f\\ = || K(/)||£ is a Banach space. 

We have the following stability result: 

THEOREM 2. LetX be a Banach space and E be a Banach lattice that does not contain 
any copy O/CQ. The space X has property (V) if and only ifE{X) has property (V*). 

PROOF. If E(X) has property ( P ) , then the spaceXhas property ( P ) since property 
( P ) is stable by subspace. 

Conversely, assume that X has property ( P ) . By Proposition 4, we can assume 
without loss of generalities that E and X are separable. By the classical representation, 
there exists a probability space (Q, Z, A) such that L°°(A) C E C Ll(\) and it is clear 
that L°°(\,X) C E{X) C LX(\,X). Since X is weakly sequentially complete and E does 
not contain any copy of Co, the space E(X) is weakly sequentially complete (see [18]). 

Let ((„)„ be a bounded sequence in E(X) that is equivalent to the unit vector basis of 
tx. We will show that (fn)n is not a (P)-set. If (fn)n is not uniformly integrable then (fn)n 

cannot be a (P)-set (see Proposition 3.1 of [1 ]) so we will assume that (fn)n is uniformly 
integrable. 

By Talagrand's theorem, there exists a sequence gn G corw(fn,fn+\,...) and a mea
surable subset Ql of Q, with A(Q') > 0 and such that for each wGQ' , there exists k G N 
so that (g«(< )̂) , is equivalent to the unit vector basis of £l in X. Define 

(Pn=gnXn>, n<EN. 

Applying Theorem 1 to the sequence ((fn)n, there exist C andL measurable subsets of Q 
with A(C U L) - 1 and a sequence ^n € conv((/?w, (fn+\,...) so that 

(1) for UJ E C, (V^«(̂ ) 0 e«) is weakly Cauchy in X^^CQ, 

(2) for UJ G £, there exists A: G N so that (t/>w(o;) ® ew) >, is equivalent to the unit 

vector basis of il in X ^ c o . 

CASE 1. Assume that A(L) > 0: 
It is clear (see for instance [18]) that the sequence (^« <S> en)n is equivalent to the ll 

basis in Z,!(A, A^co) and by identification, the sequence (xjjn 0 ew)n is equivalent to the 
tx basis in Ll(\,X)<S)77CQ SO it cannot be a weakly null sequence. Therefore the sequence 
(-0/1 )/i contains a subsequence that is equivalent to a complemented copy of Ix in Ll (A, X). 
Now since the inclusion map from £(J0 into L!(A,X) is continuous, the sequence (ipn)n 
contains a subsequence that is equivalent to a complemented copy of I] in E(X). As a 
consequence, the set {0« ; " < 1} (and hence {(fn ; n > 1}) is not a (P)-set which 
implies of course that the set {fn, n > 1} is not a (P)-set. 
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CASE 2. Assume that X(L) = 0. 
Since X(CUL) = 1 we have A(Q = 1. Note that for each u G Q', the sequence 

(gn(u)) >k is equivalent to the unit vector basis of the tx for some k G N. Now since 

ipn(u) £ conv(g„(o;),gw+i(a;),...), the sequence {\j)n{ufj k is equivalent to the unit 

vector basis of £l and since X has property ( P ) , the sequence (V>«(̂ )) >k contains 

a subsequence equivalent to a complemented copy of £l and therefore the sequence 

(xjjn (u) <8) e„ ) cannot be a weakly null sequence in X®^CQ . In the other hand ( ^ (a;) (8) ew )w 

is weakly Cauchy (by the definition of Q so for each w E f i ' fixed, there exists an operator 

T G L(X, il)\ so that limw_^oo^r(i/;n(a;)),ew) > 0. Now we shall choose the operator 

above measurably using the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 5. There exists a map T: Q —> L(X, ll)\ with the following properties: 

(a) T(LU) = 0LJ<EQ.\Q,'; 

(b) limII_KX)(r(a;)(^(a;)), e„) > 0 a; G Q'; 
fy 77ze wop a; —> r(a;)x w norm-measurable for each x G X 

We need few steps to prove the proposition. 
Notice first that since X is separable so is the space X®nco and therefore the unit ball 

of its dual L(X, £l)\ is compact metrizable for the weak*-topology (in particular it is a 
Polish space). The space L(X, £l)\ x (X^co)^ with the product topology is a Polish 
space and let J? be a subset of L{X, £l)\ x (X^coY4 defined as follows: 

{r,(e,)„}GJ*^ iim(r,c„)>o. 
n—•oo 

The set J? is trivially a Borel subset of / {A^ 1 ) ! x (X^cof. Let F L l ^ f 1 ) ! x 
(X&TTCO)** —> (X(8)̂ co)N be the 2-nd projection; the operator IT is of course continuous 
and therefore TL(J^L) is analytic. By Theorem 8.5.3 of [3], there is a universally measurable 
map 0:11(J?) —• L(X, £l)\ such that the graph of 0 is a subset of SI. Notice also that 
for u G Q', we have by the above argument that the sequence (x^n(uj) <S> e«) belongs to 
n(j^). Now we define T as follows: 

T(LJ) = I ® ((^«M ® *»)„) for " ^ «' 
10 otherwise. 

The map T is the composition of a universally measurable map 0 and the A- measurable 
map u —> ($n(<J) ®en^ so it is measurable for the weak*-topology. Now for any x G X, 
the map LJ —* T(UJ)X is a f1-valued map and is wea£*-scalarly measurable and since £l 

is a separable dual, it is norm-measurable. Now for UJ G Q', we get that 

{T(u),(yj)n{u)®en)^Z& 

which by the definition of J? is equivalent to: limw_+00(r(a;)(^/i(a;)),ew) > 0 and the 
proposition is proved. • 
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To finish the proof of the theorem, let 7(o;) = lim„_^00(7
1(o;)(i/;w(6c;)),ew). The map 

u) —> 1{UJ) is measurable and for each UJ G CI', l(u) > 0. Now define 5: E(X) —> tx as 
follows: 

£(/) = B o c h n e r - 1 ; T(LJW(LJ)) d\(uj) 

for each/ <E £(X). Since ||r(o;)|| < 1 a.e. and E(X) C V(\,X), the integrand in the 
above integral is easily seen to be Bochner integrable. 

The operator S is linear bounded with ||5|| < 1 and it is easy to verify that 

lim (S(t/>w), en) = [ l(u)d\{u) = 7 > 0. 
n—>oo JO! 

So there exists N G N sothatforw > N, (5(^n),en) > 7/2 and by Proposition \,{i>n)n>N 
has a subsequence that is equivalent to a complemented copy of ll and therefore the set 
{fn ; w > 1} is not a (P)-set. The proof is complete. • 

Let us finish by asking the following question: Let (Q, E) be a measure space and 
Y be a Banach space. We denote by M(Q, Y) the space of 7-valued countably additive 
measures with bounded variation endowed with the variation norm. 

QUESTION. Assume that Y = X* is a dual space. Does property (V*) pass from Y to 
M(Q, r>? 

Note that for a non dual space, the answer is negative: Talagrand constructed in [17] 
a Banach lattice E that does not contain c$ (so has property ( P ) by [16]) but M(Q, E) 
contains Co (hence failing property (P)) . 
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